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gaius julius caesar 12 july 100 bc 15 march 44
bc was a roman general and statesman a member
of the first triumvirate caesar led the roman
armies in the gallic wars before defeating his
political rival pompey in a civil war and
subsequently became dictator from 49 bc until
his assassination in 44 bc julius caesar was a
political and military genius who overthrew
rome s decaying political order and replaced
it with a dictatorship he triumphed in the
roman civil war but was assassinated by those
who believed that he was becoming too powerful
learn about the life and achievements of
julius caesar the leader who transformed the
roman republic into the roman empire explore
his early years political career military
conquests alliance with cleopatra dictatorship
and assassination learn about the life and
achievements of julius caesar a renowned
general politician and scholar in ancient rome
who conquered gaul and became dictator of the
roman empire discover his early struggles his
famous alliance with cleopatra his
assassination and his legacy though his name
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has come to mean monarch or ruler julius
caesar was never an emperor of rome however
first as consul then as dictator for life he
paved the way for the end of the republic and
the dawn of the empire a victorious general
popular political leader and prolific author
his memoirs are a vital historical source for
the era 1 julius caesar was a roman general
and politician who named himself dictator of
the roman empire a rule that lasted less than
one year before he was famously assassinated
by political rivals in 44 b c gaius julius
caesar was born 12 july 100 bce though some
cite 102 as his birth year his father also
gaius julius caesar was a praetor who governed
the province of asia and his mother aurelia
cotta julius caesar born july 12 13 100 bce
rome died march 15 44 bce rome celebrated
roman general statesman and dictator a
patrician by birth he held the prominent posts
of quaestor and praetor before becoming
governor of farther spain in 61 60 learn about
julius caesar the roman general and politician
who conquered gaul defied the senate and
became the first emperor discover his
achievements his affairs and his assassination
learn about the life and achievements of
julius caesar a politician and general who
expanded the roman empire and became dictator
of rome find out how he was assassinated by a
group of senators and why he was a
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controversial figure in his time bettmann
getty images more than 2 000 years after his
death julius caesar remains one of history s
most momentous figures his military and
political achievements transformed ancient
rome julius caesar the influential roman
general and statesman conquered vast
territories reformed rome s government and met
a tragic end that forever shaped history caius
julius caesar was born around july 13 100 b c
and was stabbed to death in the roman senate
on march 15 44 b c by the time he was killed
he had been appointed rome s dictator julius
caesar was born on 12 july 100 bc into a
patrician family the gens julia which claimed
descent from iulus son of the legendary trojan
prince aeneas supposedly the son of the
goddess venus his father died when he was just
16 leaving caesar as the head of the household
a powerful politician army general and emperor
julius caesar helped transform rome into one
of the most powerful empires in history caesar
was beloved by many however his power also
julius caesar one of the most iconic figures
in ancient history was a roman statesman
military general and influential leader who
played a significant role in the transition
from the roman republic to the roman empire
julius caesar july 12 13 100 bce march 15 44
bce may have been the greatest man of all
times by the age of 40 caesar had been a
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widower divorcé governor propraetor of further
spain captured by pirates hailed imperator by
adoring troops acted as quaestor aedile and
consul and was elected pontifex maximus gaius
julius caesar had returned to rome in triumph
hailed as a hero during his time as a roman
general he claimed to have killed almost two
million people in fifty decisive battles
although loved by the citizens of rome he
caused in many ways worry among those in the
roman senate especially the old elite the
optimates while julius caesar was a cunning
military commander with successes ranging from
britannia to egypt not all of his wars were
justified he would often seek even the most
dubious of justifications to give him license
to attack invade and conquer simply to serve
his own interests 5 things you might not know
about julius caesar find out five fascinating
facts about the man who famously proclaimed i
came i saw i conquered by elizabeth nix
updated august 23
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gaius julius caesar 12 july 100 bc 15 march 44
bc was a roman general and statesman a member
of the first triumvirate caesar led the roman
armies in the gallic wars before defeating his
political rival pompey in a civil war and
subsequently became dictator from 49 bc until
his assassination in 44 bc

julius caesar biography
conquests facts death
Apr 12 2024

julius caesar was a political and military
genius who overthrew rome s decaying political
order and replaced it with a dictatorship he
triumphed in the roman civil war but was
assassinated by those who believed that he was
becoming too powerful

julius caesar biography roman
general roman dictator
Mar 11 2024

learn about the life and achievements of
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julius caesar the leader who transformed the
roman republic into the roman empire explore
his early years political career military
conquests alliance with cleopatra dictatorship
and assassination

julius caesar play quotes
death history
Feb 10 2024

learn about the life and achievements of
julius caesar a renowned general politician
and scholar in ancient rome who conquered gaul
and became dictator of the roman empire
discover his early struggles his famous
alliance with cleopatra his assassination and
his legacy

the life of julius caesar in
55 facts history hit
Jan 09 2024

though his name has come to mean monarch or
ruler julius caesar was never an emperor of
rome however first as consul then as dictator
for life he paved the way for the end of the
republic and the dawn of the empire a
victorious general popular political leader
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and prolific author his memoirs are a vital
historical source for the era 1

julius caesar national
geographic society
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julius caesar was a roman general and
politician who named himself dictator of the
roman empire a rule that lasted less than one
year before he was famously assassinated by
political rivals in 44 b c

julius caesar world history
encyclopedia
Nov 07 2023

gaius julius caesar was born 12 july 100 bce
though some cite 102 as his birth year his
father also gaius julius caesar was a praetor
who governed the province of asia and his
mother aurelia cotta

life and career of julius
caesar britannica
Oct 06 2023
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julius caesar born july 12 13 100 bce rome
died march 15 44 bce rome celebrated roman
general statesman and dictator a patrician by
birth he held the prominent posts of quaestor
and praetor before becoming governor of
farther spain in 61 60

julius caesar facts and
information national
geographic
Sep 05 2023

learn about julius caesar the roman general
and politician who conquered gaul defied the
senate and became the first emperor discover
his achievements his affairs and his
assassination

bbc history julius caesar
Aug 04 2023

learn about the life and achievements of
julius caesar a politician and general who
expanded the roman empire and became dictator
of rome find out how he was assassinated by a
group of senators and why he was a
controversial figure in his time
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julius caesar 6 ways he shaped
the world history
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bettmann getty images more than 2 000 years
after his death julius caesar remains one of
history s most momentous figures his military
and political achievements transformed ancient
rome

julius caesar facts britannica
Jun 02 2023

julius caesar the influential roman general
and statesman conquered vast territories
reformed rome s government and met a tragic
end that forever shaped history

julius caesar biography facts
history live science
May 01 2023

caius julius caesar was born around july 13
100 b c and was stabbed to death in the roman
senate on march 15 44 b c by the time he was
killed he had been appointed rome s dictator
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early life and career of
julius caesar wikipedia
Mar 31 2023

julius caesar was born on 12 july 100 bc into
a patrician family the gens julia which
claimed descent from iulus son of the
legendary trojan prince aeneas supposedly the
son of the goddess venus his father died when
he was just 16 leaving caesar as the head of
the household

julius caesar biography facts
play quotes and
Feb 27 2023

a powerful politician army general and emperor
julius caesar helped transform rome into one
of the most powerful empires in history caesar
was beloved by many however his power also

15 facts about julius caesar
have fun with history
Jan 29 2023

julius caesar one of the most iconic figures
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in ancient history was a roman statesman
military general and influential leader who
played a significant role in the transition
from the roman republic to the roman empire

why was julius caesar so
important thoughtco
Dec 28 2022

julius caesar july 12 13 100 bce march 15 44
bce may have been the greatest man of all
times by the age of 40 caesar had been a
widower divorcé governor propraetor of further
spain captured by pirates hailed imperator by
adoring troops acted as quaestor aedile and
consul and was elected pontifex maximus

the assassination of julius
caesar world history
encyclopedia
Nov 26 2022

gaius julius caesar had returned to rome in
triumph hailed as a hero during his time as a
roman general he claimed to have killed almost
two million people in fifty decisive battles
although loved by the citizens of rome he
caused in many ways worry among those in the
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roman senate especially the old elite the
optimates

julius caesar the faults
behind the myth world history
Oct 26 2022

while julius caesar was a cunning military
commander with successes ranging from
britannia to egypt not all of his wars were
justified he would often seek even the most
dubious of justifications to give him license
to attack invade and conquer simply to serve
his own interests

5 things you might not know
about julius caesar history
Sep 24 2022

5 things you might not know about julius
caesar find out five fascinating facts about
the man who famously proclaimed i came i saw i
conquered by elizabeth nix updated august 23
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